The Selfish Unthankful Circuit

CLOSE LOOPING THE DUPLICATE ENERGY BACK UPON ITSELF

A Selfish Unthankful Circuit represents closing the loop back upon itself instead of giving this disregarded energy away to another load that could actually use it. In sending the duplicate pulse back to itself it makes the motor less efficient. The World, power companies, governments, and schools enslave us to believe that we should use this circuit which results in people paying for power instead of receiving it free from God, and also being controlled in various ways. Wars are fought over energy when it is freely given.

The world operates under the same principle of selfishness. People blind themselves by living for themselves rather than loving God supremely and others equally. When you use people, or do good to them only to get something back to yourself, then you go against the purpose you were made for, you kill the good potential God gave you to give to others, and you end up losing the reward He would have given you for sharing His grace. For though they knew God, they did not glorify Him as God or were thankful. Instead, their thinking became nonsense, and their senseless minds were darkened. (Romans 1:21)
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The Loving Giving Path

OPEN LOOPING AND TRANSFERING DUPLICATE ENERGY TO ANOTHER LOAD BEYOND ITSELF

A Loving Giving Path represents an open loop transfer of energy that is not wasted upon itself but given away to another. This makes the motor run more efficient, and the receiving load, in this case a battery, can have a duplicate of the energy that is used by the motor. The energy is mirrored like an echo in the impulse.

No one can receive anything unless it is given from heaven. (John 3:37) It is more blessed to give than to receive. (Acts 20:35) And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil. For every one that does evil hates the light, neither comes to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved. But he that does the truth comes to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are accomplished in God. (John 3:19-21)
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